Characterization of two epitopes on insulin using monoclonal antibodies.
Three monoclonal antibodies (MAb), 21 (IgG1), I10 (IgG1) and H38 (IgG2b), to insulin have been tested for cross-reactivity with 11 species variants of insulin and three of proinsulin. Correlations of differences of reactivities between the MAb and the species variants of insulin with the respective amino acid sequences of the latter have permitted the identification of two epitopes recognized by the MAb which encompass the regions in the A- and B-chains of insulin subject to frequent evolutionary amino acid substitutions. MAb 21 and H38 are directed to an epitope which includes residues B27-30 and A1 or A4 and can discriminate between human and pig insulins which differ only at B30. MAb 21 reacts with human (B30 thr) but not with pig (B30 ala) insulins, whereas MAb H38 exhibits a reciprocal specificity. Neither MAb 21 nor MAb H38 react with human or pig proinsulins respectively indicating that the presence of the C-peptide joining A1 to B30 masks the epitope. MAb 21 reacts with human insulin 125I-labeled at tyr A14 but not B26 suggesting that incorporation of the I atom at B26 also masks the epitope. MAb I10 is directed to an epitope which includes A8-10 and A4 or B3 with a specificity for the human A8-10 sequence. MAb I10 reacts with human proinsulin and human insulin 125I-labeled at either tyr A14 or B26.